
MATHEMATICIAN CV
In writing a Mathematician CV, it is best to present your data in a straightforward way to instantly reflect your expertise.
You can impress the reader by highlighting your experience in the application of your mathematical theories and
techniques for advancing developments in fields such as software programming and game designing with
specializations in certain fields (probability, statistics, game theory, etc). Normally, employers prefer if you have a
graduate or masteral degree in Mathematics. Present a detailed summary of your professional experience as
mathematician in reverse chronological order to increase your professional integrity. Below is a sample CV of a
Mathematician for your perusal.

Jin Riddle
P.O. Box 564, 3745 A, Ave, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbrightshire, BP2P 4WQ Date of Birth:April 20th, 1990

Email:[email] Mobile:07721 587818 Tel: 01454 116813

PERSONAL PROFILE:
My primary goal as a mathematician is to contribute to the improvement of the company’s products and services by
applying my expertise in mathematical analysis, designing models, and utilizing mathematical software to support
system functions and provide bespoke mathematical solutions. Equipped with top-notch training, experience, excellent
mathematical skills, as well as being a team player, I am confident that this goal can be achieved. As a mathematician,
I am committed to keep abreast with the latest mathematical developments, conduct extensive researches, and
constantly enhance my abilities. This being said, I am confident that I will be an asset to the company.

SKILLS PROFILE:
Hands-on experience as Mathematician
Good knowledge of statistics, numerical analysis and probability
Sound knowledge of Applied Numerical Computing
Familiarity with Sage Open Source mathematics Software
Ability to assist in game designs and adjust game balance
Ability to work on Matlab and C++ applications

QUALIFICATIONS:
BSc (Hons) in Mathematics and Statistics
Oxford Brookes University

Headington
2008 – 2011

A-levels: Statistics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, English Language
West Kent College

Tonbridge
2006 – 2008

GCSEs: Maths, Physics, Chemistry, English Language
Frederick Bremer Secondary School

London
2001 – 2006

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Innovative Game Technology Ltd
Mathematician

Oldham
2012 – Till Date

Provided mathematical expertise for game designs.
Assisted in development of mobile game concepts and levels.
Applied mathematical techniques to create game prototypes.
Maintained math models that meet game objectives.
Participated in numerical computing and algorithm designing activities.
Maintained records of game theory and computations.

ThinkTank Maths Limited
Mathematician

Scotland
2011 – 2012

Developed mathematical models to address business and engineering problems.
Reviewed and recommended improvements to existing math models.
Applied advanced mathematical concepts to game design when needed.
Coordinated with Designer to develop game theory.
Worked effectively with Designers, Engineers and Artists.
Presented mathematical reports in conferences and seminars.

REFERENCES:
Theodore Hull
570-8468 Placerat, Road, Kircudbright
Worcestershire, WK4 2ZJ

Travis Montgomery
633-9438 Metus Av., Kircudbright
Worcestershire, WK4 2ZJ



Mobile: 07860 698641
[email]

Mobile: 07921 433024
[email]
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